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The Small Eid  

  

  

Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

  

1�.  آ�/% ا'#&" ا'.-&,، ه( ا'#&"  % $#" ر ��ن:ي'� و 67 =>�'&" ا'5-,$&9، ان اول ;�:9 آ1"/,و، $#" 67 ا'415ل د/
9>?�1�ش ن�آ<( ;BC نDE' )DF(ر، ;5A= BC@ ا'#.I �  . J' 1>(لCآ ،�$�$ "/ Kو � �اول ;�:9 آ6N51 آM1(س /"  

.  % $#"ه� ا'(ا'"ة =F�, و;" ا'JC&5Q XXX VMD ه, $,، ه( VMW آ�ن آ&U<( ا'6M1 ص<B اJ&>R S و M  .P>Q,وك ا'#&"
�ع :J& . @&5 ش(ي د/�ل 'F<&^ و نF% دا$� ز/" آ1"/,و J&7 ا'4$"ة و '#\]ه( د/�ل ا'>Z5 و آ&"ار 7b ،VMD'ا اcه

�ر ا'<(ل  % $#" ر ��نdل ن�<CC9 آ:�و هcا ا'>Z5 هcاك آ&,W^ 67 ا'5�، آg)>h1 67 ا'5� . ا'#�?fت ا'P&$,-5 اول ;
Z5<'ا [FC/ و ^W,/ ش�$ �d>دي، $<5\5%، . ا'<&<9 آ�R ر)DE' )DF1آ ،��ت % $#"ه/)>F'�$ . ،6'�آ&A( ا'#�?<9 د/

��رك '&Pd ا'#&"، آ1R )N51" ا'A&,ان، ا'A&,ان آ&1R )A"نM1آ ،P1"هR )N51ك. آ�Uه B<M&آ J>ر آ�d1'و ا  .  
 
 
English translation: 

 
Y: There is the small Eid, which is the Eid after Ramadan. In my house and in the 
Moroccan traditions, the first thing we do is that we cannot eat breakfast until the whole 
family is present. The first thing, I go to kiss my mother’s hand or my father’s hand, and I 
tell them: “Eid Mubarak!” After that, my mother prepares a dish called har-ber, which is 
a dish that the Prophet (peace be upon him) used to eat. It is made of wheat and has a 
little bit of milk, and in my family we add butter and honey to it. All Moroccan families 
eat this dish first on the first day after Ramadan [ends]. Basically, you take the wheat and 
leave it to soak in water overnight so that the wheat softens. After that, we have breakfast 
with lemsamen and sweets. My family comes to visit and we go to visit them to wish 
them Eid Mubarak. We go to visit the neighbors and the neighbors come to visit us. And 
the whole day continues like this.  
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